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--------------- * Adds option to apply presets * Supports wxPython, Python Standard Library (PIL, BeautifulSoup) and some
third-party libraries to perform basic operations * Various button for actions (pause, resume, close,...) * Export to more formats
than Handbrake CLI: - MP4: Mpeg4, Apple's video container format, from Handbrake's options - HLS: HTTP Live Streaming,

HTTP streaming protocol for transport media broadcast - WebM: WebM, A proprietary open web media container format -
FLV: Flash media container, used in PSP video-games and other products - WebM/FLV: WebM/FLV file is a hybrid format,

containing both WebM and FLV * Export from more formats than Handbrake CLI: - OGG: Ogg Video, audio container format
for streaming and storage - OGG/WebM: Ogg Video and WebM file - WebM/OGG: WebM/OGG file is a hybrid format,

containing both WebM and OGG * HBBatchster supports several encoding modes: - Original encoding mode (default):
Resample an original in-progress encoding and encode it too - Two-pass encoding mode (Advanced): Resample an in-progress
encoding and then encode it too - Three-pass encoding mode (Best): Resample an in-progress encoding, encode it too and then
re-resample the encoding - Async mode: Encode a non-terminal step of the encoding in a separate thread and do not block the
main UI thread * Multithread encoding - Async encoding allows to encode several (duplicate) files in parallel - Convenient to
add/remove encoding files with the "Remove button" * Add files from the GUI - Drag & Drop into a queue * HBBatchster is

very portable (works on Linux, Mac and Windows) * HBBatchster is Python3 Python Standard Library and few 3rd-party
libraries ready to be used without any need to install anything * HBBatchster builds on top of lxml with some information from

the GUI * HBBatchster recommends to use Python 3.6+ * HBBatchster uses qt5 because of an additional toolbox *
HBBatchster includes: - A Python file called hbapp.py with all the encoding functions

HBBatchster

HBBatchster is an open-source app developed by @Zeno2013, located at It uses the wxPython GUI toolkit and Handbrake
presets to create a batch-encoding utility. .. figure:: .. image:: .. image:: How to use HBBatchster
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============================================ Basic workflow -------------------- The workflow is quite simple:
.. image:: In the beginning, you have a list of your files (you can add or remove them later). Then, HBBatchster will do the

following: #. For every chosen file, decide where to encode (to encode, you can chose in wx.Button of the toolbar) #. Open the
corresponding encoder in "subprocess" (subprocesses are threading processes) #. Choose quality settings #. Start encoding #.

Join threads after encoding is finished Handling of output is also quite simple: #. When you encode, you can get the URL of the
encoded file. #. If you hit the encode button, HBBatchster will add the file in its list in the format: # * [output_path] :

[encoded_file] # If you hit the "resume" button, HBBatchster will write the information in the list in a way that it will continue
where it left off. # If you hit the "pause" button, HBBatchster will write the information in the list in a way that it will stop

where it is right now. # If you encode a directory, you can choose to encode every file that is in that directory, or every file that
is in the immediate subdirectories of that directory. # If you encode a file, you can choose to encode it fully or just encode the

video part. .. image:: 09e8f5149f
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The primary focus of HBBatchster is to capture our experiences and knowledge of the Windows command-line process of
encoding 1080p HD video files into MP4 with Handbrake and with the help of the HandbrakeCLI batch conversion tool using
the Presets of the Handbrake project. HandbrakeCLI specification: * HandbrakeCLI currently supports encoding to the
following formats (additional formats will be added when they become a reality for Handbrake): FMP4: up to 1080p Full HD
(1920x1080) FMP4: up to 1080p Full HD (1920x1080) (2ch version) MP4: up to 1080p HD (720x480) MP4: up to 1080p HD
(720x480) (2ch version) Hevc: 1k clips; up to 1080p Full HD H.264: up to 1080p VP9: up to 1080p This is probably no easy
task even for professional encoders, as many technical details will have to be taken into consideration. For more details please
visit: * * * HBBatchster features: * File Queue: File queue enables users to queue files and encode files sequentially. *
Pause/Resume Features: HBBatchster allows you to resume encoding a file after it is paused. * Display information:
HBBatchster allows you to browse through your queue items by Title, Queue, Date and Progress. * Cleaning: HBBatchster
allows you to wipe and remove folders and files from your queue. * Drag and Drop: HBBatchster allows you to drag and drop
files from your desktop or other folders and encode queue items by dragging them. * Close/Open: Closing and opening a queue
item will encode it. * Enable/Disable queue: HBBatchster allows you to enable and disable queue items based on whether or not
it is processed to

What's New in the?

------------------------- ► With the HBBatchster GUI you can batch encode H.264, HEVC, VP8 and WebM files from your
Home folder. ► Handbrake Presets used for encoding can be imported from the user's personal file directory into the
application's Presets directory. ► Also the interface has a built-in cache system which is actually a set of custom built
application classes to speed up file access when encoding multiple files. ► HBBatchster GUI allows you to batch encode with
the same presets in realtime as long as HandbrakeCLI is running on the same system. ► The GUI works as a background
application meaning that it will show its status only if you hit the "Pause" button. ► When encoding files the GUI displays
progress and status information as well as ability to resume, pause or cancel the encoding process. ► You can manually specify
settings for the GUI in Settings for each encoding. ► Settings such as Encoding preset, H.264 profile, H.264 level, H.264 deint,
H.264 HQ preset, H.264 YV12 preset, H.264 444 preset, H.264 480 preset, H.264 lowp/narrow preset, H.264 highp/narrow
preset, HEVC preset, HEVC profile, WebM etc. ► You can store the selected encoding profile and other related settings to the
default encodings of HBBatchster in the application settings file. ► When encoding with more than one preset you can specify
the volume level for each preset to be used. ► The GUI allows you to easily schedule your encodes for a later time. ►
HBBatchster uses a scheduler to handle all encoding logic. ► HBBatchster uses 100% of the processor so it is the most efficient
for encoding. ► HBBatchster works on local computer with GUI only. About the HandBrake Team: -------------------------
HandBrake is a free and open-source software program which is written in C++ and uses the FFMPEG library for video
conversion. HandBrake is distributed as part of the GNOME desktop environment and is available for Microsoft Windows,
macOS and most Unix-like operating systems. Help, Support and Downloads: ------------------------------ Learn more about
HBBatchster at Visit Handbrake Project website for
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System Requirements:

Additional Requirements: How to install: .1. Download the installer and install it on your system. .2. After the installation, start
the program and open the window that says "Install X-System driver" .3. Then click "Next" and the following window will open:
It is only that easy to install the X-System VDU Driver. How to use the driver: 1. Open the program and click "Add /Remove
device" 2. Click "
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